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Summary
In the intravenous iron therapy to treat iron deficiency anaemia in patients undergoing major abdominal
surgery (PREVENTT) trial, the use of intravenous iron did not reduce the need for blood transfusion or
reduce patient complications or length of hospital stay. As part of the trial protocol, serum was collected at
randomisation and on the day of surgery. These samples were analysed in a central laboratory for markers
of iron deficiency. We performed a secondary analysis to explore the potential interactions between pre-
operative markers of iron deficiency and intervention status on the trial outcome measures. Absolute iron
deficiency was defined as ferritin <30 lg.l�1; functional iron deficiency as ferritin 30–100 lg.l�1 or transferrin
saturation < 20%; and the remainder as non-iron deficient. Interactions were estimated using generalised
linear models that included different subgroup indicators of baseline iron status. Co-primary endpoints
were blood transfusion or death and number of blood transfusions, from randomisation to 30 days
postoperatively. Secondary endpoints included peri-operative change in haemoglobin, postoperative
complications and length of hospital stay. Most patients had iron deficiency (369/452 [82%]) at
randomisation; one-third had absolute iron deficiency (144/452 [32%]) and half had functional iron
deficiency (225/452 [50%]). The change in pre-operative haemoglobin with intravenous iron compared with
placebo was greatest in patients with absolute iron deficiency, mean difference 8.9 g.l�1, 95%CI 5.3–12.5;
moderate in functional iron deficiency, mean difference 2.8 g.l�1, 95%CI �0.1 to 5.7; and with little change
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seen in those patients who were non-iron deficient. Subgroup analyses did not suggest that intravenous
iron compared with placebo reduced the likelihood of death or blood transfusion at 30 days differentially
across subgroups according to baseline ferritin (p = 0.33 for interaction), transferrin saturation (p = 0.13) or
in combination (p = 0.45), or for the number of blood transfusions (p = 0.06, 0.29, and 0.39, respectively).
There was no beneficial effect of the use of intravenous iron compared with placebo, regardless of the
metrics to diagnose iron deficiency, on postoperative complications or length of hospital stay.
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Introduction
Pre-operative anaemia is common in patients undergoing

non-cardiac surgery and associatedwith an increased risk of

blood transfusion, hospital length of stay and postoperative

complications [1, 2]. The most common cause of pre-

operative anaemia is iron deficiency, which can be caused

by reduced or impaired dietary iron absorption, chronic

blood loss, or disruption of normal iron metabolism due to

comorbidities or inflammation [3]. These aetiologies are

commonly seen in patients undergoing major abdominal

surgery. Intravenous iron is an effective treatment to

increase haemoglobin concentrations [4] and, therefore, a

plausible therapeutic option for pre-operative anaemia.

Treatment of pre-operative anaemia was hypothesised to

reduce the associated risks and improve patient outcomes

when undergoing electivemajor surgery [5].

To assess this hypothesis, the pre-operative intravenous

iron to treat anaemia in major surgery (PREVENTT) trial, a

double-blind, randomised controlled trial, was performed

in patients with anaemia before elective, major, open

abdominal surgery [6]. The primary analysis of the trial

showed that that treatment with intravenous iron in all

patients with pre-operative anaemia increased

haemoglobin concentration but did not reduce peri-

operative transfusion or mortality, nor did it impact patient

outcomes during hospital stay.

The trial design was pragmatic according to normal

NHS practice and included participants with anaemia

defined by baseline haemoglobin concentration. At the

time the study was conducted (2014–2018), pre-operative

iron status was not routinely assessed and additional testing

for iron parameters to define inclusion into the trial was not

feasible in the surgical pathways of the NHS in the UK [7].

Also, there is uncertainty as to the definitions of iron

deficiency (absolute/functional/inflammatory iron

deficiency or anaemia of chronic disease). To date, clinical

trials assessing the efficacy of intravenous iron have had

variable and broad inclusion criteria, including many

without baseline iron parameters, i.e. just anaemia as the

inclusion criteria [8].

To address this, as part of the PREVENTT protocol, in

addition to routine local hospital blood testing, blood

samples were collected for analysis in a central laboratory at

randomisation before the administration of the study drug

and again on the day of surgery [9]. Results from full blood

count, serum ferritin and transferrin saturations (TSAT), were

returned to the trial centre, but patients and staff at hospitals

involved in the trial were blinded to the results of these

blood tests. Predefined subgroup analysis was previously

reported [6]. As part of the PREVENTT report, a detailed

secondary analysis evaluating the interaction between type

of iron deficiency anaemia and treatment effects seen within

the PREVENTT trial was pre-planned. This re-analysis of the

PREVENTT trial was based on baseline iron status (ferritin

and TSAT), and red cell indices (mean corpuscular volume

(MCV) and mean corpuscular haemoglobin (MCH)). The

aim of this analysis was to determine whether specific

iron deficiency phenotypes derived clinical benefits

from intravenous iron before major abdominal surgery

comparedwith placebo.

Methods
The PREVENTT trial was a multicentre study in which adult

patients with anaemia were allocated randomly 1:1 to

2 © 2022 TheAuthors.Anaesthesiapublished by JohnWiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of Association of Anaesthetists.
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receive 1000mg of intravenous iron or placebo 10–42 days

before major open abdominal surgery. Peri-operative care

was in concordance with local treatment pathways and the

blood transfusion protocols were according to the NHS

Blood and Transplant recommendations [10, 11]. The trial

was approved by the UK National Research Ethics

Committee for the East of England.

Full details of the protocol and results of the primary

analysis have been reported previously [6]. The intervention

group was administered a single dose of 1000 mg

ferric carboxymaltose (Ferinject� Vifor Pharma, Zurich,

Switzerland) in 100 ml saline. The control group was

administered 100 ml saline. All patients, clinicians and

research staff involved in the study were blinded to

intervention status, with masked administration of the study

drug via black tubing. The trial had two co-primary

outcomes: the composite endpoint of risk of blood

transfusion or death; and the number of allogeneic blood

transfusion episodes from randomisation until 30 days after

the index operation.

Eligibility for the PREVENTT trial was determined in part

by local laboratory results: patients were required to have a

haemoglobin concentration ≥ 90 g.l�1 but ≤ 120 g.l�1 in

women or 130 g.l�1 in men in the 4 weeks before

randomisation. Additional blood samples were taken at

randomisation before administration of the study drug and

subsequently on the day of planned surgery for central

laboratory analysis. These samples, EDTA (for a full blood

count examination) and serum (for iron studies), were

processed locally before courier transfer to a central

laboratory for analysis (The Doctors Laboratory, London,

UK: Sysmex xe-2100 automated haematology system).

Clinical and research staff and participants were blinded to

the results.

For subgroup analyses of iron deficiency, patients were

categorised as absolute iron deficiency (ferritin ≤ 30 lg.l�1),

functional iron deficiency (ferritin 30–100 lg.l�1 or TSAT

< 20%) and non-iron deficient (ferritin > 100 lg.l�1 and

TSAT > 20%). As there is no consensus on the definitions of

absolute/functional/inflammatory iron deficiency or

anaemia of chronic disease [8], the parameters were agreed

by the Trial Steering Committee at the start of the trial and in

the statistical analysis plan [6, 9]. Participants were also

categorised on the basis of: serum ferritin (≤ 30 lg.l�1; 30–

100 lg.l�1; ≥ 100 lg.l�1); TSAT (< 20% or ≥ 20%); MCV

(< 80 fl or ≥ 80 fl); andMCH (< 27 pg or ≥ 27 pg).

To identify potential treatment effect(s) across

subgroups for each of the primary and secondary

outcomes, we used generalised linear models that included

an interaction term between subgroups and treatment

group. Those interactions were subsequently evaluated

based on a log-likelihood ratio test comparing the model

with the interaction term to the nested model that excluded

the interaction. The specific form of the generalised linear

model used for each outcome corresponded to those

published in the original paper [6]. Binomial regression was

used to assess the co-primary outcomes of risk of death or

blood transfusion at 30 days following the index operation,

postoperative complications, re-admissions to hospital at

8 weeks and 6 months, and all-cause mortality at 6 months

with the effect reported as relative risks (RR). Negative

binomial models offset for time at risk were used to assess

the number of blood transfusions at 30 days following the

index operation, and the total number of units of blood

transfused (excluding large blood transfusions) at 30 days

and 6 months, with effects reported as incidence rate ratios

(IRR). Log-linear models were used to assess ICU and

hospital lengths of stay, with the effects reported as ratios of

geometricmeans (RGM).

We also estimated an additional set of similar models,

where the treatment effect was explored based on

interactions between treatment arms and continuously

measured biomarkers (haemoglobin, ferritin, TSAT, MCV,

MCH) and where possible non-linearity in the biomarker

effects was accommodated using restricted cubic splines.

Additional details for these models are given in online

Supporting Information (Appendix S2).

All analyses were conducted with R (version 4.0.3; R

Project for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) and the

RStudio interactive development environment (version

2022.02.3). Given the exploratory nature of the analyses, we

did not adjust any reported p values formultiplicity.

Results
In total, 487 participants were recruited across 46 hospitals

in the UK from January 2014 to September 2018, of whom

244 were allocated to receive intravenous iron and 243 to

receive placebo. For the co-primary endpoints, 474 (97%)

patients were included in the intention-to-treat analysis. The

baseline characteristics of participants were well matched

(Table 1). Complete central laboratory blood results were

available for 452/487 (93%) participants overall (222/244

[91%] in the intravenous iron group and 230/243 [96%] in

the placebo group).

Most patients had iron deficiency (369/452 [82%]) at

randomisation, one-third had absolute iron deficiency (144/

452 [32%]) and half had functional iron deficiency (225/452

[50%]). Only 18% of participants (83/452) were anaemic

despite being apparently iron replete; that is, having a

serum ferritin ≥ 100 lg.l�1 and TSAT ≥ 20% at

© 2022 The Authors.Anaesthesiapublished by JohnWiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of Association of Anaesthetists. 3
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randomisation. At randomisation, laboratory variables for

iron deficiency and red blood cell indices were similar in the

placebo and intravenous iron groups (Table 1).

The efficacy of intravenous iron on haemoglobin

concentration was greatest in those patients with absolute

iron deficiency; average haemoglobin increased

significantly in the intravenous iron group compared with

placebo by the time of surgery, mean difference 8.9 g.l�1,

95%CI 5.3–12.5. A moderate rise in haemoglobin

concentration was seen in those with functional iron

deficiency anaemia, mean difference 2.8 g.l�1, 95%CI 0.01–

5.7. There was little change seen in those patients who were

non-iron deficient (Fig. 1).

Re-analysis of the PREVENTT trial by baseline iron status

did not impact initial conclusions with respect to the co-

primary endpoints of the trial. There was no difference

between treatment groups for risk of death or any

transfusion in 30 days in patients with either absolute iron

deficiency (ferritin < 30 lg.l�1; 17/69 placebo, 14/75

intravenous iron; RR 0.76, 95%CI 0.40–1.42; p = 0.39); or

functional iron deficiency (ferritin 30–100 lg.l�1 or TSAT

< 20%; 58/193 placebo, 53/176 intravenous iron; RR 1.0,

95% CI 0.73–1.37; p = 0.99); and no suggestion of effect by

subgroup (p values for interaction 0.33 and 0.45,

respectively). There was no statistically significant difference

between groups for the number of transfusions within

30 days in patients with either absolute iron deficiency

mean (SD) (0.5 (1.1) placebo vs. 0.2 (0.5) intravenous iron;

IRR 0.48, 95% CI 0.21–1.07; p = 0.07) or functional iron

deficiency (0.5 (1.0) placebo vs. 0.5 (1.0) intravenous iron;

IRR 0.95, 95% CI 0.63–1.43; p = 0.8), and no suggestion of

effect by subgroup (p values for interaction 0.06 and 0.29,

respectively) (Tables 2 and 3).

Overall, the rate of major complications (defined as

Clavien–Dindo classification grade 3 or above) in patients

following major open abdominal surgery was relatively low

(46 participants (9.4%)) with no significant differences seen

between the subgroups (Table 4). However, patients with

absolute iron deficiency had a longer length of hospital stay

in the intravenous iron group (Table 5) (mean (SD) 8.1 (1.8)

days), compared with placebo (mean (SD) 6.3 (1.9) days),

RGM 1.28, 95%CI 1.05–1.56; p = 0.02. There was no

difference in patients with functional iron deficiency (mean

(SD) 8.1 (2.1) days in the placebo group and mean (SD) 9.3

(2.1) days in the intravenous iron group; RGM 1.14, 95% CI

0.99–1.32; p = 0.07) (Table 5).

Table 1 Baseline characteristics and surgical characteristics by baseline iron deficiency status. Values are mean (SD), number
(proportion) ormedian (IQR [range]).

Baseline irondeficiency status

Absolute Functional Normal
n n =144 n =225 n =83

Age; y 452 56 (15) 66 (11) 66 (10)

Sex 452

Female 97 (67%) 110 (49%) 46 (55%)

BaselineHb; g.l�1 444 109 (100–116 [83–131]) 112 (102–120 [63–142]) 115 (108–123 [89–145])

ASAphysical status 438

1 39 (28%) 15 (6.8%) 5 (6.2%)

2 72 (53%) 149 (68%) 49 (60%)

3 26 (19%) 55 (25%) 27 (33%)

4 0 1 (0.5%) 0

5 0 0 0

Smoking history 450

Never 80 (56%) 96 (43%) 36 (43%)

Ex 48 (34%) 111 (50%) 40 (48%)

Current 15 (10%) 17 (7.6%) 7 (8.4%)

Days between iron and surgery 452 15 (12–23 [8–205]) 14 (12–20 [5–212]) 15 (13–22 [7–113])

Underwent surgery 452 136 (94%) 219 (97%) 79 (95%)

Surgical time;min 175 125 (90–201 [27–830]) 181 (126–300 [90–512]) 249 (170–312 [78–472])

Anaesthetic time;min 325 182 (138–296 [0–685]) 260 (180–385 [0–905]) 294 (215–376 [65–615])

Baseline iron deficiency status: absolute iron deficiency (ferritin < 30 lg.l�1); functional iron deficiency (ferritin between 30 and
100 lg.l�1OR TSAT < 20%); normal iron levels.

4 © 2022 TheAuthors.Anaesthesiapublished by JohnWiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of Association of Anaesthetists.
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In supplemental analyses of potential treatment effect

as a function of continuously measured variables fromMCH

and iron studies (ferritin, transferrin saturations), these

values did not influence the co-primary endpoints of the

trial. Participants with an MCV < 80 fl who received

intravenous iron had a reduced likelihood of death or blood

transfusion at 30 days (RGM 0.49, 95% CI 0.25–0.94;

p = 0.03), see online Supporting Information (Appendix S2

and Figs. S1–S5). Additionally, patients with lower MCV

values tended to receive fewer units of blood following the

administration of intravenous iron compared with the

placebo group (see online Supporting Information,

Figure S4).

Discussion
The PREVENTT trial showed that the use of intravenous iron

compared with placebo in patients with anaemia before

major abdominal surgery did not affect peri-operative
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Figure 1 Haemoglobin concentration in patients allocated randomly to intravenous iron or placebo, subdivided into absolute
iron deficiency (ferritin < 30 lg.l�1); functional iron deficiency (ferritin between 30 and 100 lg.l�1OR TSAT < 20%); and normal
iron levels. BL, baseline;OP, operation.

Table 2 Subgroup analysis for death or any transfusionwithin 30 days. Values are number (proportion).

Subgroups Placebo Active Estimatedeffect: RR (95%CI)* LRTP**

Ferritin < 30 lg.l�1 17/69 (25%) 14/75 (19%) 0.76 (0.4–1.42); p = 0.39 0.33

Ferritin 30–100 lg.l�1 17/63 (27%) 20/53 (38%) 1.4 (0.82–2.38); p = 0.22 0.33

Ferritin ≥ 100 lg.l�1 32/98 (33%) 31/94 (33%) 1.01 (0.67–1.51); p = 0.96 0.33

TSAT < 20% 55/174 (32%) 49/163 (30%) 0.95 (0.69–1.31); p = 0.76 0.13

TSAT ≥ 20% 8/50 (16%) 15/53 (28%) 1.77 (0.82–3.81); p = 0.14 0.13

Ferritin < 100 lg.l�1OR TSAT < 20% 58/193 (30%) 53/176 (30%) 1 (0.73–1.37); p = 0.99 0.45

Ferritin ≥ 100 lg.l�1ANDTSAT ≥ 20% 7/35 (20%) 12/43 (28%) 1.4 (0.62–3.16); p = 0.42 0.45

MCH < 27pg 28/77 (36%) 21/75 (28%) 0.77 (0.48–1.23); p = 0.27 0.12

MCH ≥ 27pg 38/150 (25%) 46/148 (31%) 1.23 (0.85–1.77); p = 0.27 0.12

MCV < 80 fl 24/57 (42%) 9/44 (20%) 0.49 (0.25–0.94); p = 0.03 0.01

MCV ≥ 80 fl 42/169 (25%) 58/179 (32%) 1.3 (0.93–1.83); p = 0.12 0.01

LRT, likelihood ratio test; TSAT, transferrin saturation;MCH,mean corpuscular haemoglobin;MCV,mean corpuscular volume.
*Indicates p values for thewithin-subgroup estimate of the treatment effect.
**Indicates p values from the likelihood ratio tests of the interactionbetween subgroup and study group.

© 2022 The Authors.Anaesthesiapublished by JohnWiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of Association of Anaesthetists. 5
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outcomes. Predefined, re-analysis of data by baseline

markers of iron deficiency confirmed that most patients

(82%) had iron deficiency at inclusion meaning the trial

was adequately powered (> 80% power with a 5% a) for

iron deficiency anaemia to the co-primary endpoints.

These analyses show that intravenous iron compared with

placebo increased pre-operative haemoglobin levels most

effectively in patients with absolute iron deficiency (ferritin

< 30 lg.l�1), less so in those with functional iron deficiency

(ferritin 30–100 lg.l�1 or TSAT < 20%) and was not effective

in patients who were non-iron deficient. However, the

treatment effect to increase haemoglobin levels before

surgery did not translate into clinical benefit in terms of

reduced need for blood transfusion or death, the amount of

blood received, postoperative complications or length of

hospital stay.

The accurate diagnosis of iron deficiency remains

challenging, especially in the peri-operative setting. Serum

ferritin is critical in defining absolute iron deficiency.

However, ferritin can be elevated due to its role as an acute

phase protein during inflammation, due to the illness for

which the patient is undergoing surgery (often malignancy)

or patient comorbidities such as diabetes, renal or cardiac

disease [12]. Similar diagnostic limitations are also seen

with the use of transferrin saturations and there is no

consensus on the definitions of absolute/functional/

inflammatory iron deficiency or anaemia of chronic disease

[8].

Table 3 Subgroup analysis for the number of transfusions within 30 days. Values aremean (SD).

Subgroups Placebo Active Estimatedeffect: IRR (95%CI)* LRTP**

Ferritin < 30 lg.l�1 0.5 (1.1) 0.2 (0.5) 0.48 (0.21–1.07); p = 0.07 0.06

Ferritin 30–100 lg.l�1 0.4 (0.9) 0.7 (1.3) 1.56 (0.75–3.23); p = 0.23 0.06

Ferritin ≥ 100 lg.l�1 0.5 (0.8) 0.5 (0.9) 1.07 (0.65–1.78); p = 0.78 0.06

TSAT < 20% 0.5 (1.0) 0.5 (1.0) 0.92 (0.6–1.4); p = 0.7 0.29

TSAT ≥ 20% 0.3 (0.7) 0.4 (0.7) 1.55 (0.63–3.8); p = 0.34 0.29

Ferritin < 100 lg.l�1OR TSAT < 20% 0.5 (1.0) 0.5 (1.0) 0.95 (0.63–1.43); p = 0.8 0.29

Ferritin ≥ 100 lg.l�1ANDTSAT ≥ 20% 0.3 (0.6) 0.4 (0.8) 1.72 (0.66–4.51); p = 0.27 0.29

MCH < 27pg 0.6 (1.0) 0.4 (0.9) 0.66 (0.36–1.19); p = 0.17 0.11

MCH ≥ 27pg 0.4 (0.8) 0.5 (1.0) 1.25 (0.77–2); p = 0.37 0.11

MCV < 80 fl 0.7 (1.1) 0.3 (1.0) 0.47 (0.21–1.02); p = 0.06 0.03

MCV ≥ 80 fl 0.4 � 0.8 0.5 (0.9) 1.26 (0.82–1.94); p = 0.28 0.03

LRT, likelihood ratio test; IRR, incidence rate ratio; TSAT, transferrin saturation; MCH, mean corpuscular haemoglobin; MCV, mean
corpuscular volume.
*Indicates p values for thewithin-subgroup estimate of the treatment effect.
**Indicates p values from the likelihood ratio tests of the interactionbetween subgroup and study group.

Table 4 Subgroup analysis for any Clavien-Dindo 3+postoperative complications. Values are number (proportion).

Subgroups Placebo Active Estimatedeffect: RR (95%CI)* LRTP**

Ferritin < 30 lg.l�1 2/65 (3%) 4/73 (5%) 1.78 (0.34–9.4); p = 0.5 0.03

Ferritin 30–100 lg.l�1 4/62 (6%) 8/53 (15%) 2.34 (0.75–7.34); p = 0.14 0.03

Ferritin ≥ 100 lg.l�1 18/95 (19%) 8/93 (9%) 0.45 (0.21–0.99); p = 0.05 0.03

TSAT < 20% 19/167 (11%) 17/161 (11%) 0.93 (0.5–1.72); p = 0.81 0.51

TSAT ≥ 20% 5/49 (10%) 3/52 (6%) 0.57 (0.14–2.24); p = 0.42 0.51

Ferritin < 100 lg.l�1OR TSAT < 20% 19/185 (10%) 17/173 (10%) 0.96 (0.51–1.78); p = 0.89 0.37

Ferritin ≥ 100 lg.l�1ANDTSAT ≥ 20% 5/35 (14%) 3/43 (7%) 0.49 (0.13–1.9); p = 0.3 0.37

MCH < 27pg 4/76 (5%) 7/74 (9%) 1.8 (0.55–5.88); p = 0.33 0.13

MCH ≥ 27pg 20/143 (14%) 13/146 (9%) 0.64 (0.33–1.23); p = 0.18 0.13

MCV < 80 fl 2/57 (4%) 5/44 (11%) 3.24 (0.66–15.91); p = 0.15 0.04

MCV ≥ 80 fl 22/161 (14%) 15/176 (9%) 0.62 (0.34–1.16); p = 0.14 0.04

LRT, likelihood ratio test; TSAT, transferrin saturation;MCH,mean corpuscular haemoglobin;MCV,mean corpuscular volume.
*Indicates p values for thewithin-subgroup estimate of the treatment effect.
**Indicates p values from the likelihood ratio tests of the interactionbetween subgroup and study group.

6 © 2022 TheAuthors.Anaesthesiapublished by JohnWiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of Association of Anaesthetists.
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Nevertheless, the use of intravenous iron in surgical

patients, which is thought to bypass hepcidin-mediated

down-regulation of ferroportin to stimulate erythropoiesis,

has been seen to be effective to treat anaemia in a range of

conditions and situations including in patients on ICUwhere

baseline ferritin and TSAT are often very high [13]. The

PREVENTT trial confirms the effectiveness of intravenous

iron to increase haemoglobin levels in patients with pre-

operative absolute iron deficiency defined as ferritin

< 30 lg.l�1 or those with significant hypochromia

(MCV < 80 fl). There may be a clinical effect with reduction

in the risk of the co-primary endpoint (mortality or

transfusion at 30 days postoperatively), although statistical

significance was lost when considering the risk of

transfusion in isolation.

The identification and management of pre-operative

anaemia and iron deficiency has now become

recommended as part of routine care [14–16]. While the

associations between pre-operative anaemia and worse

postoperative outcomes are well established, the

assumption was that the underlying causality was iron

deficiency in most cases, and that it could be rectified by

administering pre-operative intravenous iron. This

assumption of the cause of anaemia was confirmed in

PREVENTT, where although the inclusion, for practical

reasons, was anaemia, most patients (82%) had iron

deficiency anaemia [5, 8, 12]. However, these repeated

analyses show that, despite correction of pre-operative iron

deficiency anaemia, this did not translate into clinical

benefit.

The findings from PREVENTT and this re-analysis have

important implications for clinical practice for patients

undergoing surgery, specifically in patients with iron

deficiency anaemia. The data should also be of reassurance

to clinicians who held reservations about the validity and

generalisability of the PREVENTT findings given the

diagnostic limitation of pre-operative iron deficiency and

the generalised administration of intravenous iron. Further

investigation to accurately define iron deficiency in the pre-

operative period and the role of inflammation may be

helpful in the identification of patients who might benefit

from such interventions. The results should also provide

reassurance to patients and staff in the last 2 years of

COVID-19 lockdown, that patients have not been

disadvantaged by not receiving pre-operativemanagement

of anaemiawith intravenous iron [17].

The link between pre-operative anaemia and adverse

patient outcomes has been shown in large cohort studies.

However, it should be noted that those patients with pre-

operative anaemia were often older, had more

comorbidities and were sicker [1]. Therefore, although

statistically addressed in multivariable regression

modelling, the effect of pre-operative anaemia on patient

outcomes is associative. Statistical analyses (often on

retrospective datasets) do not address whether pre-

operative anaemia was causal to increased peri-operative

patient risk. Indeed, pre-operative anaemia could simply be

a marker of overall patient risk. In PREVENTT, these

confounding factors of patient age, comorbidities and risk

were well balanced by the randomised trial design between

the placebo and intervention groups.

The use of intravenous iron to treat pre-operative

anaemia has been advocated as part of patient blood

management [18]. In PREVENTT, the blood transfusion

Table 5 Subgroup analysis for hospital length of stay. Values aremean (SD).

Subgroups Placebo Active Estimatedeffect: RGM (95%CI)* LRTP**

Ferritin <30 lg.l�1 6.3 (1.9) 8.1 (1.8) 1.28 (1.05–1.56); p = 0.02 <0.01

Ferritin 30–100 lg.l�1 8.2 (2.1) 11.5 (2.2) 1.39 (1.06–1.84); p = 0.02 <0.01

Ferritin ≥100 lg.l�1 10.5 (2.0) 9.1 (1.8) 0.87 (0.72–1.05); p = 0.14 <0.01

TSAT <20% 8.3 (2.1) 9.1 (2.0) 1.09 (0.94–1.27); p = 0.25 0.96

TSAT ≥20% 8.7 (2.0) 9.6 (1.8) 1.1 (0.86–1.42); p = 0.45 0.96

Ferritin <100 lg.l�1ORTSAT <20% 8.1 (2.1) 9.3 (2.0) 1.14 (0.99–1.32); p = 0.07 0.13

Ferritin ≥100 lg.l�1 ANDTSAT ≥20% 10.5 (1.8) 9.2 (1.8) 0.88 (0.68–1.14); p = 0.33 0.13

MCH < 27pg 6.3 (2.0) 8.2 (1.8) 1.3 (1.06–1.6); p = 0.01 0.04

MCH ≥27pg 10 (2.0) 9.9 (2.0) 0.99 (0.85–1.16); p = 0.88 0.04

MCV < 80 fl 6.6 (1.9) 8.5 (1.9) 1.29 (1.00–1.66); p = 0.06 0.11

MCV ≥80 fl 9.4 (2.0) 9.5 (1.9) 1.01 (0.87–1.17); p = 0.92 0.11

LRT, likelihood ratio test; RGM, ratio of geometric means; TSAT, transferrin saturation; MCH, mean corpuscular haemoglobin; MCV,
mean corpuscular volume.
*Indicates p values for thewithin-subgroup estimate of the treatment effect.
**Indicates p values from the likelihood ratio tests of the interactionbetween subgroup and study group.
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protocol followed the national guidelines from NHS Blood

and Transplant and variation from these was balanced by

the effect of randomisation. However, it should be noted

that patient blood management is a patient-centred,

systematic, evidence-based approach to improve patient

outcomes by managing and preserving a patient’s own

blood, while promoting patient safety and empowerment

[18]. Specifically, the aim of patient blood management

is not to correct a laboratory number (i.e. increase

haemoglobin) but to improve patient outcomes. Similarly,

the focus on anaemia correction and blood transfusion in

isolation is a less important clinical trial (or clinical reality)

endpoint relative to patient-centred outcomes. In this

regard, PREVENTT also confirms the findings seen in a

recent large single centre study by Spahn et al. in cardiac

surgery where, with high transfusion rates, the use of a

generic combination of iron, erythropoietin stimulating

drug, vitamin B12 and folic acid, a lower rate of blood

transfusion was seen compared with placebo, but failed to

show impact on any patient-specific outcomes or hospital

length of stay [19].

Despite intravenous iron for the treatment of pre-

operative iron deficiency anaemia being promulgated as

`standard of care´ by national and international best practice

guidelines [14–16], the randomised trial evidence that

supported its use before the publication of PREVENTT was

limited. Indeed, an updated systematic review and meta-

analysis in 2019 by Ng et al. concluded that ``the use of iron

therapy for pre-operative anaemia does not show a

statistically significant reduction in the proportion of patients

who received an allogeneic blood transfusion compared to

no iron therapy´´ [20]. It might, therefore, be argued that

until data supportive of the use of intravenous iron for the

treatment of pre-operative anaemia are produced, this

practice represents low value care [21], and should not be

administered outside of a clinical trial.

The strengths of this analysis are those of the PREVENTT

trial; specifically, allocation concealment, double-blinding

and placebo control. Additionally, a very high proportion

(93%) of the total cohort were able to be included in

this subsequent analysis on iron deficiency anaemia, so

high was the level of adherence to the trial protocol.

The wide range of different definition iron statuses in

included patients (including those with a pre-operative iron

deficiency anaemia with serum ferritin < 30 lg.l�1) means

the findings will be generalisable and applicable to most

patients who present for elective,major abdominal surgery.

We acknowledge the limitations of secondary analyses

and urge caution when interpreting the results of subgroup

analyses following an overall null finding [22]. Like most

randomised trials, PREVENTT was designed to reliably

detect the smallest clinically important treatment effect of

pre-operative intravenous iron on patient outcomes in an

overall sample of recruited patients, and to assess if the

intervention should be promoted as standard of care to all

patients with pre-operative anaemia and iron deficiency.

Thus, by design, PREVENTT was not designed to identify

any specific subgroup or interactions in which there may be

an effect. Therefore, failure to detect a treatment effect in

this context cannot exclude the existence of one [23]. At

the same time, by performing such a comprehensive

examination, issues with multiplicity arise, and we should be

similarly cautious to not over-interpret the few relatively

small statistically significant findings when interpreting the

interactions or the within-subgroup treatment effects. This is

relevant to the findings that intravenous iron increased

length of hospital stay in patients with absolute iron

deficiency and increased the risk of major postoperative

complications when serum ferritin was > 100 lg.l�2.

When considering the subgroup of patients with

absolute iron deficiency, defined as ferritin < 30 lg.l�1 or

significant hypochromia (MCV < 80 fl), we maintain that this

group of patients should receive treatment (including

intravenous iron) regardless of the reason for hospitalisation

(medical or surgical). All patients with absolute iron

deficiency should be investigated and treated according to

local guidelines no matter if they are pre- or postoperative

or have another cause (medical or gynaecological). It may

be that pre-assessment clinics are an opportune and

appropriate setting to screen for such patients.

The PREVENTT trial answers two important questions.

Firstly, should all patients with anaemia receive intravenous

iron before surgery? These results suggest that the answer is

`no´. Secondly, should patients with iron deficiency and

anaemia receive intravenous iron in advanceof their surgery to

improve their peri-operative outcome? These data suggest

that the answer is also `no´. The central message of PREVENTT,

therefore, is not that those patients with iron deficiency

anaemia should not be treated´ merely that delaying their

surgery to undertake this intervention does not appear to be

necessary. Thedogma supporting theuniversal administration

of intravenous iron beforemajor abdominal surgerymust now

be questioned, at least until such time that its proponents are

able to produce supportive randomised trial data of similar

quality to PREVENTT.

However, the impact of postoperative anaemia was

recently highlighted in a large prospective study as

associated with increased risk of unplanned patient re-

admission within 30 days of hospital discharge [24]. It is

unclear whether the use of intravenous iron can improve

8 © 2022 TheAuthors.Anaesthesiapublished by JohnWiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of Association of Anaesthetists.
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recovery in patients after major abdominal surgery (with

associated blood loss) as indicated by the novel findings in

the PREVENTT trial that the intravenous iron group had a

higher increased haemoglobin level after discharge

from hospital associated with a significant reduction in re-

admissions for complications. The quality of data in the

postoperative setting are comparable with the association

of pre-operative anaemia and adverse patient outcomes

at operation that triggered the PREVENTT study. These

associations and suggestion of a potential treatment effect

from intravenous iron on postoperative outcomes should be

formally assessed in a subsequent clinical trial.

To conclude, the findings of this analysis on the use of

intravenous iron compared with placebo in patients with

pre-operative iron deficiency anaemia support the validity

and generalisability of the PREVENTT trial results.
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